In this paper, we study the conditions under which on-site dissipations can induce non-Hermitian skin modes in non-Hermitian systems. When the origin Hermitian Hamiltonians have spinless time-reversal symmetry, it is impossible to have skin modes; on the other hand, if the Hermitian Hamiltonian has spinful time-reversal symmetry, skin modes can be induced by on-site dissipations under certain circumstance. As a concrete example, we employ the Rice-Mele model to illustrate our results. Furthermore, we predict that the skin modes can be detected by the chiral tunneling effect.
Hermitian skin modes. However, if the Hermitian system has spinful TRS, it is possible for the system to have skin modes depending on whether the system has inversion symmetry (IS) and the representation of it. As a concrete example, we use Rice-Mele model to illustrate our results. We also clarify the relationship between Hermitian and non-Hermitian symmetries. The novel physical response of skin modes is also investigated.
Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with on-site dissipations.-We start from the following onedimensional (1D) Hermitian Hamiltonian,
(1)
iµĉ jν is the system Hamiltonian we concerned, where i, j and µ, ν label lattice sites and band (or spin) indexes, respectively;Ĥ b = i,pµ,µ ε pµ − µ pµ b † ipµb ipµ comes from a free Fermion bath, where p µ is the internal degrees of the bath; and H s−b = i,pµ,µ V pµµ (ĉ † iµb ipµ +b † ipµĉ iµ ) is the systembath coupling term. We first focus on the periodic boundary condition. When the external bath degrees are integrated out, we can obtain the following Dyson equation of the retarded Green's function:
where [H s (k)] µν = lµν t µν lµν e iklµν is the Bloch Hamiltonian of the system and the diagonal matrix [Σ R b (ω)] µν = δ µν pµ |V pµµ | 2 /(ω − ε pµ + µ pµ + iη) with η = 0 + is the self-energy correction. The imaginary part of the self-energy correction is the spectral function of the external bath [Γ(ω)] µν = πδ µν pµ |V pµµ | 2 δ ω − ε pµ + µ pµ . A simple treatment of the dissipation is to assume an uniform distribution of [Γ(ω)] µν in the region [−W, W ] [102] . If 2W is much larger than the band width of the system we concerned, Γ(ω) can be approximated by a constant diagonal matrix iγΓ 0 , and the corresponding non-Hermitian effective Bloch Hamiltonian can be written as
where γ is proportional to the density of states (DoS) of the external bath and the system-bath coupling strength, I. Non-Hermitian symmetry ramifications. All the 1D Hermitian (non-Hermitian) symmetry groups can be generated by the symmetries listed in the first (second and fourth) row. If the Hermitian part of the Hamiltonian has one of the eight Hermitian symmetries listed in the first row, then the corresponding non-Hermitian symmetries, listed in the second and fourth rows, will be preserved for the overall non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, supposing that the on-site dissipation term Γ0 is commutative or anti-commutative to the unitary representation of these Hermitian symmetries. The third and fifth rows represent the constraints these symmetries impose on the characteristic equation f (β, E) = det[E − H s,ef f (β)], where β = e ik is extended to the entire complex plane in non-Hermitian systems.
Hermitian
Non-Hermitian I PT PT T C,TC and Γ 0 is a diagonal matrix satisfying Γ 0 = Γ * 0 = Γ t 0 . This kind of dissipation is dubbed as on-site dissipation in this paper. Searching for the conditions for the emergence of skin modes for this type of non-Hermitian Hamiltonian is the central topic of this paper.
Non-Hermitian symmetry and skin modes.-The main results of this paper can be summarized as follows. If the Hermitian Hamiltonian H s (k) in Eq. 2 preserves TRS but breaks particle-hole symmetry (PHS) [103] , then, (i) for the spinless case, it is impossible to have skin modes; (ii) for the spinful case, if the skin modes are to emerge, one of the following three conditions must be satisfied: (a) H s (k) breaks IS; (b) H s (k) preserves IS represented by P, but anti-commutes with the on-site dissipation, namely, {P, Γ 0 } = 0; (c) H s (k) preserves IS and [P, Γ 0 ] = [T , Γ 0 ] = 0, but {P, T } = 0 [103] [104] [105] , where T is the representation of TRS.
When γ = 0, Eq. 2 reduces to the Hermitian limit and all the 1D symmetry groups can be generated by the 8 symmetries listed in the first row of Table. I [106] , where T , C, P represent TRS, PHS, and IS, respectively. However, when γ = 0, the symmetries will be ramified [71] due to H † = H and all the 1D non-Hermitian symmetry groups can be generated by the 16 symmetries listed in the second and fifth rows of Table. I [106] , whereT ,C represent the anomalous time-reversal symmetry (TRS † ) and anomalous particle-hole symmetry (PHS † ), respectively. The symmetry constraints to the Bloch Hamiltonian are shown in the third and sixth rows of Table. I. For example, systems with TRS satisfy U T H * (k)U −1 T = H(−k) and systems with TRS † satisfy UT H t (k)U −1 T = H(−k) [71] . As mentioned earlier, the Hermitian Hamiltonian H s (k) in Eq. 2 is assumed to preserve TRS (represented by T = U T K * , where K * represent the complex conjugate operator), and it is obvious that TRS and TRS † (represented byT = U T K t , where K t represent the transpose operator) are equivalent in Hermitian cases. Therefore, it can be easily deduced that if the on-site dissipation Γ 0 is commutative to U T , namely [Γ 0 , U T ] = 0, TRS is broken but TRS † is preserved for the overall non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H s,ef f . On the other hand, if {Γ 0 , U T } = 0, TRS † is broken but TRS is preserved. In fact, each of the non-Hermitian symmetry has a Hermitian origin and obeys the similar rule, as shown in Table. I [106] . The symmetry ramification depends on the commutation relation.
We now show the main result mentioned above. Assume that the Hermitian Hamiltonian H s (k) breaks PHS but preserves TRS, then, the Hamiltonian can be classified by the following ten Hermitian symmetry groups [106]: G T± , G T±,(PT )± , G T±,(PC)± , where the lower index X ± represents the group generators with U X U * X = ±1. With the existence of on-site dissipation, besides the above groups, the following 26 non-Hermitian symmetry groups can be ramified [106] GT ± , G T±,(PT )± , GT ±,(P T )± , GT ±,(PT )± , G T±,(PC)± , GT ±,(P C)± , GT ± ,(PC)± .
Next, we will show how these symmetries constrain the emergence of skin modes. We first need to derive the constraints these symmetries impose on the characteristic equation of the non-Bloch Hamiltonian [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] :
The result is shown in the fourth and seventh rows of Table. I [106] . Combining these result with the GBZ condition shown in Table. II [32, [35] [36] [37] 107] , one can find that the GBZ is constrained to be the unit circle when some specific symmetries exist [71] . For example, if a N -band system only has IS (P) or spinless TRS † (T + ), then, according to Table. I, we have f (β, E) = f (1/β, E), which means f can be expressed as f (β, E) = p n=0 N m=0 c nm (β n + 1/β n )E m . Therefore, if β p is a solution of f (β, E 0 ) = 0, then β p+1 = 1/β p is also a solution with the same E 0 . On the other hand, the GBZ condition shown in Table. II requires |β p | = |β p+1 | [32, [35] [36] [37] , thus, we can conclude, |β p | = |β p+1 | = 1. This means the skin modes are absent 
and there is no open boundary spectra collapse. However, if the system has spinful TRS † (T − ), the open boundary spectra will be of double degeneracy corresponding to two distinct spin bands, and for each band, the GBZ condition must be satisfied separately, therefore, the overall GBZ condition will be changed from
As a result, the absence of skin modes is no longer obliged in such systems. Follow the same steps, one can find that for all the non-Hermitian symmetry groups listed above, skin modes are absent when G containsT + , or P. An exceptional case is GT − ,(PT )+ , where the skin modes emerge with the presence of IS. We emphasize that the above results are quite general and independent of the choice of non-Hermitian models. The complete proof and numerical verification can be found in the Supplemental Materials [106]. This result is consistent with the main result listed above. To show this, consider a spinless Hermitian system with TRS T + = K * , it is obvious [U T+ , Γ 0 ] = 0. This implies the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian must pre-serveT + . Thus it is impossible to have skin modes. This is the main result (i) discussed above. For the spinful case with T − = U T− K * , if H s (k) has P = U P and commutative to the on-site dissipation [U P , Γ 0 ] = 0, the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian must preserve IS. This forbids the emergence of skin modes in general. For the exceptional case, the existence ofT − and (PT ) + symmetries imply the Hermitian Hamiltonian H s (k) must preserve T − and (PT ) + symmetries, which implies the anti-commutation relation of the following two Hermitian symmetries {P, T } = 0 [106]. The above result is equivalent to the main result (ii).
Example.-In order to verify our results, we use Rice-Mele model as an example with the following Bloch Hamiltonian
which preserves T + = K * , (PC) − = σ y K t , PCT = σ y K † . In order to have skin modes, we can either break TRS or add spin-orbit coupling. For the first case, TRS can be broken by adding π-flux as shown in Fig. 1 (a) with the Re Im
Skin modes 
It is easy to verify that only (PC) − symmetry is preserved in Eq. 4. According to the GBZ condition (|β p | = |β p+1 |) shown in Table. II and the symmetry constraint (f (β, E) = f (β, −E)) shown in Table. I, we can deduce that (i) the spectra are formed by pairs (E, −E); (ii) the roots of the characteristic equation satisfy β(E) = β(−E), which means the sub-GBZs [37] for the E and −E bands are the same. As shown in Fig. 1 (b) , all the wavefunctions of Eq. 4 with t 1 = λ = 2, t 2 = µ = γ = 1 and N = 100 are plotted. One can notice that all the wavefunctions are localized at the left boundary. The existence of skin modes is also equivalent to the discrepancy between periodic and open boundary spectra shown in Fig. 1 (c) . The corresponding numerical calculation of GBZ (black points) and auxiliary GBZ [37] (red lines) are shown in Fig. 1 (d) , which are both inside the unit circle (gray dashed lines). In the Supplemental Materials, we show that regardless the value of µ, the skin modes always exist when λt 1 t 2 = 0 [106]. This means the on-site dissipations can also induce skin modes in the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model when TRS is broken. For the spinful case, since the Rice-Mele model breaks IS, on-site dissipation can induce skin modes if we add spin-orbit coupling. Therefore, the following Bloch Hamiltonian with intrinsic and shortest ranged Rashiba spin-orbit coupling is studied where s is the spin Pauli matrix. Under the action of spinful TRS † , |β, E, ↑ maps to |1/β, E, ↓ . Therefore, a left localized eigenstate with |β| < 1 will be mapped to the right with |β| > 1. These skin modes are dubbed as Z 2 skin modes [38] and protected by TRS † . Indeed, according to the GBZ condition |β p−1 | = |β p | = 1/r 0 for one spin band, and |β p+1 | = |β p+2 | = r 0 for the other, the absence of IS implies there is no guarantee of 1/r 0 = r 0 . Therefore, skin modes can emerge. This can be checked by the comparison of open/periodic boundary spectra and the corresponding GBZ shown in Fig. 2 with the following parameters t 1 = λ I = 2, t 2 = µ = λ R = γ = 1. As shown in (b), the GBZ for one spin band (the red lines containing the black points) is larger than 1, and the other (the blue lines containing the black points) is smaller than 1. In the Supplemental Materials, we provide a Mathematica code to calculate the corresponding GBZ and auxiliary GBZ [106] .
Chiral tunneling effect.-We now investigate the novel physical response induced by skin modes. It turns out that (i) the boundary localized skin modes does not imply the large local DoSs (LDoS) at the boundary, which means the skin modes can not be detected directly by the measurement of LDoS ; (ii) the existence of skin modes can be detected by chiral tunneling effect. When the system has skin modes, the corresponding eigenstates |ψ R n,β of H s,ef f is a superposition of several non-Bloch waves with H s,ef f |ψ R n,β = E n |ψ R n,β . Here β in |ψ R n,β is used to emphasize it maybe skin mode. Using the bi-orthogonal basis, H † s,ef f |ψ L n,β = E * n |ψ L n,β and ψ L m,β |ψ R n,β = δ mn , the retarded Green's function and time evolution operator can be expressed as In the Supplemental Materials, we show that |ψ R n,β = U (r n )|ψ R n,k and ψ L n,β | = ψ L n,k |U (1/r n ), where U (r n ) = diag[r n , r 2 n , ..., r N n ], r n = |β n | which indicates the localization length of the skin modes, and |ψ R n,k and ψ L n,k | are the superposition of conventional Bloch waves satisfying ψ L n,k |ψ R n,k = 1 [106]. Therefore, the real space correlation functions and propagators between sites i and f become
When f = i, ν i (ω) := − Im[ i|G s (ω)|i ]/π defines the LDoS at site i, which is irrelevant to the localization length of skin modes (r n ). This means the local DoS do not carry the information of skin modes. However, as shown in Fig. 3 (a), if we focus on the probability of quantum tunneling from one end to the other, there is an asymmetry for different tunneling directions, that is, P N ←1 (t) = | N |U (t)|1 | 2 ∝ r N −1 n and P 1←N (t) = | 1|U (t)|N | 2 ∝ r 1−N n , when r n = 1 for all n [108]. This is the chiral tunneling effect induced by skin modes. As shown in Fig. 3 (b)-(d), we plot P N ←1 (t) and P 1←N (t) of H spinless − iγσ 0 with t 1 = 2, t 2 = µ = 1, γ = 1/10, N = 100 for different values of λ. When λ increase from zero to a nonzero value, skin modes emerge, in the meantime, P 1←N (t) increase and P N ←1 (t) decrease. This means tunneling along the direction in which the skin modes localize is favored. We noted that the chiral tunneling effect in our model can be experimental controlled by tunning of the external magnetic field we applied, which may be useful in the electronics studies.
Conclusion.-In summary, our results provide a new approach to realize and control skin modes by tunning the Hermitian Hamiltonian. Based on our results, for the non-superconductivity system with TRS, the simplest way to induce skin modes is to break TRS (or IS) and add on-site dissipations. On the theoretical side, our standard Green's function method paves the way to study the novel physical response induced by non-Hermitian skin modes. On the experimental side, we expect our models and the prediction of chiral tunneling effect can be realized and observed in variety physical systems, ranging from condensed matter, cold atom to photonical systems. [108] When rn < 1, it seems that the term r 1−N n will tend to infinity in the limit of N → ∞. However, in the Supplemental Materials, we show that the tunneling probability is bounded to less than 1, when the system is purely dissipative.
Supplemental Materials for "Non-Hermitian skin modes induced by on-site dissipations and chiral tunneling effect"
Yifei Yi 1,2 and Zhesen Yang 1,2 * In one-dimensional (1D) Hermitian system, there exist three nonspatial symmetries, time-reversal symmetry (TRS), particle-hole symmetry (PHS), and chiral symmetry (CS), and one spatial symmetry, inversion symmetry (IS). Here CS is a combination of TRS and PHS. Thus, the independent symmetry generators are TRS, PHS and IS. Based on these three independent generators, other symmetries can be obtained by combining two or three of them, that is
The constraints of these symmetries to the Bloch Hamiltonian are shown in Table. 1 in the main text. Note that in the Hermitian case, since the transpose operator K t and complex conjugate operator K * are equivalent due to H = H † , the PHS, which is defined by the transpose operator C = U C K t , is equivalent to C = U C K * [1, 2] . Mathematically, the role of Hermitian symmetries can be classified by
which implies there only exist 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 group elements in all 1D Hermitian groups, including the 7 symmetries listed in Eq. 1 and the identity element I.
Non-Hermitian symmetries
For the non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, since H ̸ = H † , the role of non-Hermitian symmetries can be classified by
This results 2 × 2 × 4 = 16 different group elements in all the 1D non-Hermitian symmetry groups, which are listed in Table. 1 of the main text. Based on the three independent generators of the Hermitian case (TRS, PHS, and IS), there exist five independent generators in non-Hermitian case, namely, TRS, PHS, IS, anomalous time-reversal symmetry (TRS † ), and anomalous particle-hole symmetry (PHS † ). Using these five symmetries, other symmetries can be obtained by combining several of them, that is
Here "=" represents the corresponding symmetries are equivalent. The constraints of there symmetries to the Bloch Hamiltonian are shown in Table. 1 of the main text.
B. Symmetry ramifications

TRS
When the Hermitian system has TRS, which is represented by T = U T K * , it must also preserve TRS † , which is represented byT = U T K t . The constraints to the Bloch Hamiltonian are
Now, if we add the on-site dissipation to the Hermitian Hamiltonian,
then, according to Γ 0 = Γ * 0 = Γ t 0 , the discussion can be classified by the commutation relation.
. This means TRS is broken by adding on-site dissipation.
On the other hand,
. This means TRS † is preserved by adding on-site dissipation.
. This means TRS is preserved by adding on-site dissipation.
. This means TRS † is broken by adding on-site dissipation.
PHS
When the Hermitian system has PHS, which is represented by C = U C K t , it must also preserve PHS † , which is represented byC = U C K * . The constraints to the Bloch Hamiltonian are
• [U C , Γ 0 ] = 0:
On the one hand,
. This means PHS is broken by adding on-site dissipation.
. This means PHS † is preserved by adding on-site dissipation.
. This means PHS is preserved by adding on-site dissipation.
. This means PHS † is broken by adding on-site dissipation.
Other symmetries
For other symmetries, if they map E → E, which include I, P, PT , T , they are equivalent to the case of T . To be more precise, when [Γ 0 , U X ] = 0, the following symmetries without K * and K † are preserved, namely, I, PT , P, T . When {Γ 0 , U X } = 0, the following symmetries with K * and K † are preserved, namely, TT , PT , PTT , T . On the other hand, if the symmetries map E → −E, which include T C, PC, PT C, C, they are equivalent to the case of C. To be more precise, when [Γ 0 , U X ] = 0, the following symmetries with K * and K † are preserved, namely, T C, PC, C, PT C. When {Γ 0 , U X } = 0, the following symmetries without K * and K † are preserved, namely,T C, PC, C, PT C. This finally gives the results in Table. 1. I. Hermitian symmetry classes. There exist three independent symmetry generators, TRS (T ), PHS (C), and IS (P). Here the red colors represent the Hermitian symmetry groups we concerned, which preserve TRS but break PHS.
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C. Symmetry groups
Before discussing the symmetry classifications, we first clarify the representations we used. If U X (or U X K) is a representation of X, then, e iθ U X (or e iθ U X K) is also a representation of X. Furthermore, the additional phase does not restrict the forms of the Bloch Hamiltonian, since it can not change the commutation relation between some definite terms of the Hamiltonian. For example, for any given θ of P = e iθ σ x , the Hamiltonians with IS always have the following form
Therefore, without loss of generality, the representations of non-Hermitian symmetries X can be chosen as
where U X is a Hermitian unitary matrix. Therefore, the representations of X can be further classified as follows [2]
Hermitian case
For the Hermitian case, all the symmetries can be generated by the following independent generators
The complete symmetry classification of 1D Hermitian Hamiltonian are shown in Table. I. There are two special notes we want to emphasize. One is (U P U T C ) 2 = ±1, which is equivalent to [P, T C] ∓ = 1. Proof: according to
where X = T , C and [P, X] p = 0 with p = ±. Here are the proof. Without loss of generality, we let X = T .
If X = C, the proof are the same by using the fact U * C = U t C . According to Table. I, there exists 54 symmetry classes for the 1D Hermitian Hamiltonians. As discussed in the main text, we only focus on the systems preserving TRS but breaking PHS. According to Table. I, only the symmetry classes with red color will be discussed in the following section, namely, G T± , G T±,(PT )± , G T±,(PC)± .
Non-Hermitian case
For the non-Hermitian case, the symmetry ramification only depends on the commutation relation between the unitary part of the symmetry representation and the on-site dissipation term, namely,
Thus, the square relation can not be changed by adding the non-Hermitian term. For example, consider a Hermitian system with TRS, e.g. T = U T K * and U T U * T = −1, then, if [Γ 0 , U T ] = 0, the non-Hermitian system must have TRS † withT = U T K t and U T U * T = −1; if {Γ 0 , U T } = 0, the TRS is preserved in non-Hermitian systems with T = U T K * and U T U * T = −1. Therefore, with the existence of on-site dissipation, besides G T± , G T±,(PT )± , G T±,(PC)± , the following 26 non-Hermitian symmetry groups can be ramified GT ± , G T±,(PT )± , GT ± ,(PT )± , GT ±,(PT )± , G T±,(PC)± , GT ±,(P C)± , GT ± ,(PC)± .
D. Symmetry constraint to the characteristic equation
TRS
For the TRS, the constraint to the Bloch Hamiltonian with periodic boundary condition is
This implies the characteristic equation satisfying
Now suppose that the characteristic equation can be expressed as
Then, according to Eq. 15
one can obtain, c l,m,n = (−1) m c * l,m,n .
This means λ l,2m0,n := c l,2m0,n is real, iλ l,2m0+1,n := c l,2m0+1,n is imaginary,
where m 0 is an integer. Now we extend β = e ik to the entire complex plane. The characteristic equation becomes
TRS †
For the TRS † , the constraint to the Bloch Hamiltonian with periodic boundary condition is
The constraint of Eq. 23 implies c l,m,n = (−1) m c l,m,n ,
which is equivalent to c l,2m0+1,n = 0,
PHS
For the PHS, the constraint to the Bloch Hamiltonian with periodic boundary condition is
where d is the dimension of the matrix. Now suppose that the characteristic equation can be expressed as
The constraint of Eq. 29 implies c l,m,n = (−1) d+l+m c l,m,n ,
Now we extend β = e ik to the entire complex plane. The characteristic equation becomes
However, in general, the matrix dimension of the Bloch Hamiltonian is even number, thus we finally obtain
PHS †
For the PHS † , the constraint to the Bloch Hamiltonian with periodic boundary condition is 
Then, according to Eq. 35 ∑ l,m,n
one can obtain, c l,m,n = (−1) d+l+m c * l,m,n .
Since f (β, E) = (−1) d [f (β * , −E * )] * = 0, we finally obtain
IS
For the IS, the constraint to the Bloch Hamiltonian with periodic boundary condition is
The constraint of Eq. 42 implies c l,m,n = (−1) m c l,m,n ,
where m is an integer. Now we extend β = e ik to the entire complex plane. The characteristic equation becomes
II. SYMMETRIES AND SKIN MODES
In this section, we will derive and give the numerical verification of the emergence or the absence of skin modes in the non-Hermitian symmetry groups we concerned, namely, G T± , GT ± , G T±,(PT )± , G T±,(PT )± , GT ±,(P T )± , GT ±,(PT )± , G T±,(PC)± , G T±,(PC)± , GT ±,(P C)± , GT ±,(PC)± . The procedure of derivation can be summarized as follows: (i) we first write down the GBZ condition based on Table. 2 in the main text; (ii) we then find all the symmetry related non-Bloch waves; (iii) we finally check whether the GBZ condition and the symmetry related non-Bloch waves imply |β p | = |β p+1 | = 1 (or |β p−1 | = |β p | = |β p+1 | = |β p+2 | = 1). According to Table. 1 in the main text, onlyT + and P implies f (β, E) = f (1/β, E). Therefore, the discussion is classified as follows.
A. Case. 1
The first case is that G does not containT + nor P, which includes G T± , G T±,(PT )± , G T±,(PC)± , G T±,(PC)± .
The absence ofT + and P implies the existence of skin modes.
B. Case. 2
The second case is that G only containsT , which includes GT ± , GT ± ,(PT )± , GT ± ,(PC)± , GT ± ,(PC)± .
Here GT ± has been discussed in the main text. We only focus on the latter three cases. To be more precise, for the nonreal eigenvalue, the eigenstate is a superposition of the following two Bloch waves, |k, E, ↑⟩ and | − k, E, ↑⟩; for the real eigenvalue, the open boundary eigenstate has a two fold degeneracy, which means the eigenstate is a superposition of the following four Bloch waves, |k, E, ↑⟩, | − k, E, ↑⟩, |k ′ , E, ↓⟩, | − k ′ , E, ↓⟩. We note that with the existence of (PT ) − symmetry, the characteristic equation satisfies f (β, E) = f (1/β * , E * ), in which the order of β must be a even number. This means for any given E and f (β, E) = 0, there must exist even number of solutions. On the other hand, for any E ∈ R, if β = re iθ is a solution, β = e iθ /r is also a solution, which implies the solutions must come in pairs. Specially, when r = 1, the solutions are also formed pairs, namely, β = e ik and β = e ik ′ . This explains why there exist |k ′ , E, ↓⟩, | − k ′ , E, ↓⟩ in the above discussion.
• GT −,(P T )+ :
According to the GBZ condition |β one can obtain the conclusion (i) for the real spectra, "GBZ=BZ"; (ii) for the nonreal spectral, "GBZ̸ =BZ". This means the eigenstates of the nonreal spectra are skin modes. To be more precise, for the real eigenvalue, the open boundary eigenstate is two fold degeneracy due toT − , and a superposition of the following four Bloch waves, |k, E, ↑⟩, | − k, E, ↓⟩, |k ′ , E, ↑⟩, | − k ′ , E, ↓⟩. We further note that, due to the existence of PT symmetry, the system can belong to the PT -unbroken phase, whose spectra are all reals. In this PT -unbroken phase, it is impossible to have skin modes. However, when PT symmetry is spontaneously broken in the system, skin modes emerge simultaneously.
• GT −,(P T )− :
According to the GBZ condition |β p−1 | = |β p | & |β p+1 | = |β p+2 | and the transformation of non-Bloch waves
one can obtain the conclusion (i) for the real spectra, "GBZ=BZ"; (ii) for the nonreal spectral, "GBZ̸ =BZ". This case is similar to the above case GT − ,(PT )+ . one can obtain the conclusion (i) for the imaginary spectra, "GBZ=BZ"; (ii) for the nonimaginary spectral, "GBZ̸ =BZ". To be more precise, for the imaginary eigenvalue, the eigenstate is a superposition of the following four Bloch waves, |k, E, ↑⟩, | − k, E, ↑⟩, |k ′ , E, ↓⟩, | − k ′ , E, ↓⟩.
• GT −,(PC)− :
one can obtain the conclusion (i) for the imaginary spectra, "GBZ=BZ"; (ii) for the nonimaginary spectral, "GBZ̸ =BZ". This case is similar to the above case GT − ,(PC)+ .
C. Case. 3
The third case is that G only contains P, which includes The last case is that G contains bothT + and P, which includes
• GT +,(PT )+ :
According to the GBZ condition |β p | = |β p+1 | and the transformation of non-Bloch waves |β, E⟩ |1/β, E⟩ |β, E⟩ |1/β, E⟩ T+ (PT )+ (PT )+ T+ one can obtain the conclusion "GBZ=BZ". To be more precise, for any eigenvalue in the complex plane, the corresponding eigenstate is a superposition of |k, E⟩ and | − k, E⟩.
• GT +,(PT )− :
According to the GBZ condition |β one can obtain the conclusion "GBZ=BZ". To be more precise, for any eigenvalue in the complex plane, the corresponding eigenstate is a superposition of |k, E, ↑⟩, | − k, E, ↑⟩, |k, E, ↓⟩, | − k, E, ↓⟩.
In summary, skin modes are absent when G containsT + , or P with an exceptional case, namely, GT − ,(PT )+ , where the skin modes emerge with the presence of IS.
E. Numerical verification
In order to verify the above conclusion, we provide a complete numerical calculation for all symmetry groups we concerned. We consider a four-band Bloch Hamiltonian
The representations of the symmetries are shown in Table. II and III. Under the restriction of these symmetries, h µν (k) can be even or odd functions. In the numerical calculation, the even/odd functions are chosen to be h even µν (k) = a µν + b µν cos k + c µν cos 2 k
and h odd µν (k) = e µν sin k + f µν sin 3 k.
For the real parameters, they are chosen to be random numbers in the region [−10, 10]; for the complex parameters, both the real and the imaginary parts are chosen to be random in the region [−10, 10]. The existence of skin modes can be indicated by the discrepancy between periodic/open boundary spectra shown in the next page (gray/black points). 
Group generators
(T , PT ) (T , PT ) (T , PT ) (T , PT ) U −1 X H(k)UX = (H * (−k), H * (k)) (H t (−k), H t (k)) (H * (−k), H t (k)) (H t (−k), H * (k)) T = K * , PT = σxK * T = K t , PT = σxK t T = K * , PT = σxK tT = K t , PT = σxK * T = K * , PT = σyK * T = K t , PT = σyK t T = K * , PT = σyK tT = K t , PT = σyK * T = syK * , PT = σxsyK * T = syK t , PT = σxsyK t T = syK * , PT = σxsyK tT = syK t , PT = σxsyK * Representations T = syK * , PT = σysyK * T = syK t , PT = σysyK t T = syK * , PT = σysyK tT = syK t , PT = σysyK * Group generators T , PC (T , PC) (T , PC) (T , PC) U −1 X H(k)UX = (H * (−k), −H t (k)) (H * (−k), −H * (k)) (H t (−k), −H t (k)) (H t (−k),
III. NON-HERMITIAN RICE-MELE MODEL
In order to make the Supplemental Materials self-contained, the Rice-Mele model is shown as follow
When µ = 0, the model reduces to the SSH model.
A. Phase diagram of spinless model
In the main text, we mentioned that regardless the value of µ, the skin modes always exist when λt 1 t 2 ̸ = 0. Now we show this. The Bloch Hamiltonian of the spinless model we proposed in the main text has the following form
where λ is the strength of π-flux, which breaks the TRS when γ = 0. The existence of skin modes can be predicted by the winding number [4, 5] ν(E 0 ) = 1 2πi 
It should be noted that the above winding number formula depends on the choice of E 0 . The statement of the existence of skin modes is claimed as follow:
If there exist a E 0 ∈ C such that the winding number is nonzero, then, there must exist skin modes.
An equivalent statement is that [4] If the area of the parametric curve defined as follow
is nonzero, then, there must exist skin modes.
The reason is that if the area is nonzero, one can always find a point E 0 in the region contributing to the area, such that the winding number is nonzero. Since the second statement is easy to apply, we will use it to calculate the phase diagram. The determinant of H spinless (k) can be expressed as
In order to have a zero area, any point of (Re[det[H spinless (k)]], Im[det[H spinless (k)]]) in the complex plane must be covered twice with opposite moving directions as k evolves, as shown in Fig. 1 . • If the imaginary part is k independent, the area must be zero. In this case, we require
Since γ is the only non-Hermitian term we added, it can not be zero. Therefore, in order to satisfy the condition, λ must be zero. This means the preservation of TRS.
• If λγ ̸ = 0, the following values of k correspond to the same imaginary part, namely, k and ±(2n + 1)π − k.
Putting these values into the real part, according to cos 2k = cos 2(±(2n + 1)π − k), cos k ̸ = cos(±(2n + 1)π − k), one can notice that when
k and ±(2n + 1)π − k do not correspond to the same real parts. This means the area of the curve can not be zero, since the mapping from k ∈ [−π, π] to det[H spinless (k)] is a one-to-one mapping.
• If λγ ̸ = 0 but t 1 t 2 = 0, the area must be zero, since ∂ k det[H spinless (k)]| k0 ̸ = ∂ k det[H spinless (k)]| ±(2n+1)π−k0 . This means the moving direction of the two points k 0 and ±(2n + 1)π − k 0 are not the same. The contribution to the winding number is canceled. In summary, the skin modes always exist with when λt 1 t 2 ̸ = 0. As shown in Fig. 2 , the numerical calculation also supports our analysis. Especially, when µ = 0, as the right one of Fig. 2 , on the one hand, the Rice-Mele model reduces to SSH model; on the other hand, the system also has skin modes. Indeed, the above analysis shows that the emergence of skin modes does not depend on the value of µ. This means the time-reversal-breaking SSH model can also have skin modes.
B. Spin U (1) symmetry of the spinful model
The Bloch Hamiltonian of the spinful model is
When λ R = 0, the above model also has spin U (1) symmetry. This mean the Bloch Hamiltonian can be reduced to two spin blocks,
Under the following parameters, t 1 = λ I = 2, t 2 = µ = γ = 1, the spin up block Hamiltonian reduces to the spinless model discussed in the main text, namely, Fig. 1 in the main text. For the spin down block, we show the corresponding spectra, GBZ and auxiliary GBZ in Fig. 3 . One can notice the GBZ is larger than 1. The Mathematica code for the calculation of auxiliary GBZ with nonzero λ R is shown in the last section of the Supplemental Materials. 
IV. CHIRAL TUNNELING EFFECT
A. Reviews of bi-orthogonal basis
Consider the following non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
with the following eigenequations
We assume there is no degeneracy in the following discussion. Consider two right eigenstates |ψ R n ⟩ and |ψ R m ⟩, according to
which in general results
This means in general, the right eigenstates do not satisfy the orthogonal relation. On the other hand,
Thus if E m ̸ = E n , ⟨ψ L m |ψ R n ⟩ must be zero. As a result, we obtain the following identity operator
Notice that the above equations are true regardless of the choice of left/right normalization condition, namely, they are invariant under the following transformation
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can choose the following bi-orthogonal normalization condition in the following discussion
Under this condition, the Hamiltonian can be expressed as
the time-evolution operator can be expressed as
and the corresponding Green's function can be expressed as
where ψ R/L n are column vectors, which can be expressed as
where n = 1, 2, ..., N . Now define matrix
According to the bi-orthogonal normalization condition, we have
The column of matrix A are the corresponding left eigenstates.
B. Spinless model
Non-Bloch Hamiltonian and its solution
We now focus on the spinless model discussed in the main text, whose non-Bloch Hamiltonian can be obtained from the Bloch Hamiltonian H spinless (k) by replacing e ik with β, namely H spinless (β = e ik ), which has the following form
Define h z (β) = µ + iγ − iλ(β − 1/β)/2, according to the eigenequations
one can obtain the eigenvalues
and the corresponding right eigenstates
Based on the above method, the corresponding left eigenstates are
where h * z (β) = µ − iγ + iλ(β * − 1/β * )/2. One can check that the above eigenstates are indeed the left eigenstates. Depending on the normalization condition of right eigenstates, when γ = 0, u L ± (β) can be equal to u R ± (β) up to a normalization factor. We note that if γ ̸ = 0, this kind of one-to-one correspondence between u L ± (β) and u R ± (β) would fail, and a left eigenstate would depend on the whole set of right eigenstates .
Open boundary Hamiltonian and its solution
We now focus on the open boundary condition, the real space Hamiltonian of the spinless models is
In order to solve the open boundary spinless Hamiltonian with large N , we first need to solve the bulk equation, which is the non-Bloch Hamiltonian solved in the above subsection. Since in general, the eigenstate of H spinless is a superposition of non-Bloch waves, we use ψ R n,β to label the eigenstate. In contrast, ψ R n,k is used to label a superposition of several conventional Bloch waves It has been shown [3, 4, 6] that for any energy belonging to the continues spectra, E n ∈ E c , the corresponding asymptotic eigenstate ψ R n,β satisfying
is the superposition of two non-Bloch waves, ψ R n,β = c n,2 ψ R n,β (β n,2 ) + c n,3 ψ R n,β (β n,3 )
where β n,2/3 are the solutions of f (β, E n ) = det[E n − H spinless (β)] = 0
with the following orders |β n,1 | ≤ |β n,2 | ≤ |β n,3 | ≤ |β n,4 |.
Here the non-Bloch wave has the following form in real space, ψ R n,β (β n,i ) = u R µn,i (β n,i ) ⊗ ϕ(β n,i ),
where ϕ(β n,i ) = (β n,i , β 2 n,i , ..., β N −1 n,i , β N n,i ) t ,
and u R µn,i (β n,i ) is the µ n,i -th eigenstate of H spinless (β n,i ) with energy E µn,i (β n,i ) = E n . Since β n,i = r n e ikn,i , ϕ(β n,i ) can be expressed as ϕ(β n,i ) = (r n e ikn,i , r 2 n e 2ikn,i , ..., r N −1 n e i(N −1)kn,i , r N n e iN kn,i ) t = U (r n )ϕ(k n,i ),
where U (r n ) = diag[r n , ..., r N n ], and ϕ(k n,i ) = (e ikn,i , e 2ikn,i , ..., e i(N −1)kn,i , e iN kn,i ) t . In summary, we have H spinless ψ R n,β = E n ψ R n,β , ψ R n,β = c n,2 ψ R n,β (β n,2 ) + c n,3 ψ R n,β (β n,3 ) = U (r n )(c n,2 ψ R n,k (k n,2 ) + c n,3 ψ R n,k (k n,2 )) = U (r n )ψ R n,k .
where ψ R n,k (k n,i ) = u R µn,i (β n,i ) ⊗ ϕ(k n,i ), which is a conventional Bloch wave.
Left eigenstate of the open boundary Hamiltonian
The Hermitian conjugate of H spinless is
The corresponding bulk Hamiltonian becomes
To show this, we can expand the Hamiltonian in the form of creation and annihilation operators:
consequently, we obtain
Therefore, according to the GBZ condition, we know the left eigenstate satisfying H † spinless ψ L n,β = E * n ψ L n,β
can be expressed as ψ L n,β = d n,2 ψ L n,β (1/β * n,2 ) + d n,3 ψ L n,β (1/β * n,3 ) = U (1/r n )(d n,2 ψ L n,k (k n,2 ) + d n,3 ψ L n,k (k n,2 )) = U (1/r n )ψ L n,k (97) where ψ L n,k (k n,i ) = u L µn,i (1/β * n,i ) ⊗ ϕ(k n,i ), which is also a conventional Bloch wave. The normalization condition requires ⟨ψ L n,β |ψ R n,β ⟩ = ⟨ψ L n,k |ψ R n,k ⟩ = 1 where we used ⟨i|ψ R n,β ⟩ = ⟨i|U (r n )|ψ R n,k ⟩ = r i n ⟨i|ψ R n,k ⟩. The above formula shows that the local DoS does not depend on the localization length of skin modes, namely, r n . In Fig. 4 , we show the comparison between the open/periodic boundary local DoS. The model Hamiltonian is H spinless − iγ with t 1 = 2, t 2 = µ = λ = 1 and different values of γ. The gray/black lines represent local DoS with periodic/open boundaries. One can notice the similar behavior of local DoS at the left/right ends of the lattice, although the system has skin modes localized at the left end of the lattice(see Fig. 1 in the main text).
D. Tunneling probability
In the main text, we have shown that the propagator from site site i to site f can be expressed as
where r n represents the localization length of the skin modes. When r n < 1, it seems that the term r 1−N n will tend to infinity in the limit of N → ∞. Now we show that in spite of the existence of a seemingly divergent term r f −i n , the tunneling probability
is bounded to less than 1, when the system is purely dissipative. First, we notice that
If we take t = 0 in the above equation, we can obtain ⟨i|U † (t)U (t)|i⟩ = ∑ f |G f ←i (t)| 2 = 1, which means P f ←i (t = 0) = |G f ←i (t = 0)| 2 ≤ 1. On the other hand, if we plug in the expansion of the time evolution operator U (t), 
where T mn = ⟨i|ψ L m ⟩⟨ψ R m |ψ R n ⟩⟨ψ L n |i⟩e i(E * m −En)t (104) 
